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ABSTRACT

Many optical–see-through displays have a relatively narrow field
of view. However, a limited field of view can constrain how in-
formation can be presented and searched through. To understand
these constraints, we present a series of experiments that address
the interrelationships between field of view, information density,
and search performance. We do so by simulating various fields of
view using two approaches: limiting the field of view presented
on a Microsoft HoloLens optical–see-through head-worn display
and dynamically changing the portion of a large tiled-display wall
on which information is presented, for head-tracked users in both
cases. Our results indicate a significant effect of information den-
sity and field of view on search performance, with potential search
performance benefits of using a larger FOV between ca. 7–28%.
Furthermore, while grids guided visual search, they did not signifi-
cantly affect performance.

Index Terms: H.5.1 [Information Interfaces and Presentation]:
Multimedia Information Systems-Artificial, augmented, and virtual
realities

1 INTRODUCTION

Narrow field of view (FOV) optical–see-through displays are com-
monly used for Augmented Reality (AR). However, their limited
FOV implies that only a small part of human vision can be aug-
mented. The human visual system has a binocular FOV exceeding
210◦ horizontally and 150◦ vertically [28], while head-worn dis-
plays such as the Microsoft HoloLens (ca. 35◦ diagonal FOV) or
the Epson Moverio BT-200 (ca. 23◦ diagonal FOV) cover only a
subset of the human visual field (Fig. 1). Consequently, only a part
of the near periphery can be used to display information, in contrast
to wide-FOV displays that cover both near and partly far peripheral
vision [31]. This can cause visual conflicts; for example, when
information density increases, augmentations may need to be com-
pressed inside the small display area afforded by the narrow FOV.
This can eventually lead to human information processing prob-
lems; for example, in visual search, initial research indicates that
narrow FOV can lead to perceptual [32] and cognitive issues [47].
However, due to the prevalence of narrow-FOV displays and the in-
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Figure 1: FOV of common narrow-FOV AR eyewear in relation to a
medium-FOV display. The FOVs are centered around central vision
for direct comparison purposes - e.g., Google Glass is not centered
during real-life usage. Visual field image after [31].

creasing information density in many AR systems [48], a better un-
derstanding is useful. In particular, view-management techniques,
which deal with the layout and appearance of augmentations, could
benefit from a better understanding. Specifically, techniques could
be tailored to cause fewer visual conflicts when presenting denser
information with a narrow FOV.

Our studies focus on visual search of targets in different infor-
mation densities. In this paper, we define information density by
the overall set size and number of stimuli per area (in our case,
based on a grid cell size). We focus on text labels and simple sym-
bols that are characterized by two common features for icons: color
and shape. Searching for a target item among similar items (dis-
tractors) represents a classical visual search task, and is one of the
main tasks in many AR systems [48]. Visual search has been widely
studied. For example, research has addressed visual attention, vi-
sual processing, and how the different areas in the visual field drive
gaze shifts and fixations [37]. The human fovea covers up to 2◦
of visual angle [26], which should permit someone to simultane-
ously process and identify two consecutive words in a single eye
fixation within most vertical lists, guided by visual attention [40].
Words need to be searched serially when target and distractor fea-
tures are similar and the target does not pop out [51]. Words differ
from symbols, as words have have both visual forms as strings of
letters and semantic properties that symbols do not exhibit. After
processing a non-target word, search is normally guided by features
(but not semantics) in the peripheral visual field that can potentially
be preprocessed. Words that have features common with the tar-
get word attract the most attention [34]. Preattentive processing
normally accelerates visual search [9, 59]. The absence of such
features in parts of the near and especially the far peripheral field
of narrow-FOV displays means that this information cannot be pro-
cessed preattentively. As such, we expect a narrower FOV to limit



visual search performance. Generally, visual search yields faster
search times and fewer errors when features are much different be-
tween search target and distractor, which is also quite resistant to
set size. However, once targets are similar to distractors, search
times and errors increase, in direct dependence on set size [52]. On
the other hand, increasing eccentricity [50] of a visual target to-
wards the periphery can increase search times and error rates [8],
decreasing performance [27].

Even though visual search has been studied widely, the effect
of FOV on visual search in AR is unclear. Through our studies,
we shed light on this gap in understanding, by studying the rela-
tionship between information density, FOV and search task perfor-
mance. We address search task performance without any additional
active guidance—we only deploy a grid that may guide search be-
havior passively. Targets had to be found among two levels of
distractor densities. Search was performed within three levels of
FOV, between very small (e.g., Google Glass) and medium (e.g.,
HoloLens). Such devices stimulate the parafoveal and near periph-
eral area in different manners (Fig. 1). FOVs were simulated with
a Microsoft HoloLens and with a tiled-display wall. In all studies,
the search task was accompanied by a secondary task, where users
had to react to a tactile stimulus to indicate cognitive load. The sec-
ondary task was included to mimic real-world AR usage, which is
often characterized by divided attention [30].

2 CONTRIBUTIONS

Through our study results, we make the following contributions:

• FOV and information density can significantly affect search
performance of both symbol and text search during divided at-
tention tasks. While the effect of information density was not
unexpected, the effect of FOV is an aspect interface designers
should consider. Namely, search performance improvements
can be achieved between 7–28% by increasing FOV, depend-
ing on task and initial FOV, while also significantly reducing
the number of overlooked targets.

• Users search differently when processing symbols and text.
However, the pattern seems to be more affected by personal
preference than by task or condition. We used grids (or
bezels) in most of our studies, which likely guided search:
search behavior was structured, and users confirmed they
found grids helpful for understanding what part of space was
searched already. However, grids did not significantly im-
prove performance.

The results indicate the need to design improved view-
management techniques for narrow-FOV displays, as these displays
are more affected by how effectively information can be conveyed
and processed. Results also motivate the development and usage
of wider-FOV displays. We extend previous work by providing de-
tailed results about using narrow-FOV, rather than wide-FOV, AR
displays for search tasks, which has hardly been studied until now.
We are also unaware of any structured analysis of grid usage on vi-
sual processing in AR: our results show that grids can be useful for
processing more complex information.

3 RELATED WORK

View management is often essential for the design of effective AR
systems, and has been studied for long [6]. Researchers have looked
into label placement for position and size [4, 6], depth-placed or-
dering [41, 42], foreground–background issues [23], and the legi-
bility of text [22, 36]. While view management for wide-FOV dis-
plays has found some interest [30, 31], there has little work on view
management for narrow-FOV displays—even the study reported in
[45] made use of a considerably larger FOV than, for example, the
HoloLens.

Studies have shown that limiting FOV can lead to perceptual
and visuomotor performance decrements in both real and virtual
environments [5]. Some studies of age-related vision degradation
have showed deterioration of visual-processing performance based
on deficits in attentional disengagement, but not necessarily FOV
degradation itself [14], indicating attention factors have a strong
influence. Most studies on FOV have rather been performed with
Virtual Reality (VR) or flight simulator systems instead of AR sys-
tems. It remains to be seen if and to what extent results apply to
AR. In VR, FOV restrictions have been shown to degrade the abil-
ity to develop spatial knowledge and navigate [1, 16, 56], and can
also result in decreased task performance in searching and locating
a target by turning one’s head [3]. The FOV in a CAVE simulation
can also affect performance in selection tasks, depending on the in-
put method, as an advantage of direct pointing over raycasting is
negated with decreasing FOV [19]. In flight-simulator studies, pi-
lots navigated more accurately with a wider FOV of 55◦ than with
a 25◦ FOV [7]. Furthermore, sequential decrease of the effective
FOV can lead to a change in visual scan pattern, an increased range
of head movements and decrease in flight control performance [13].
However, a larger FOV has not always been found to be better (e.g.,
on path-following aviation tasks [54]).

Finally, visual search has been studied intensively in perception
research [60]. It is affected by the types of features the search target
and distractors elicit, which have been discussed in various theories
[43]. Specific aspects relevant for AR such as target eccentricity,
orientation [10] and depth [38] have been addressed, while search
behavior itself has also found some interest in AR, for example by
using eye tracking [21]. We distinguish ourselves from previous
AR search-task studies in the following manner. First, our study
differs from that of Ren et al. [45], which simulated wider FOVs,
the smallest being 45◦×30◦. Users had to find information in one
of three charts, after which a link had to be followed to the related
object. Results indicated that a constrained FOV resulted in slower
task completion than a full FOV. It remains unclear to what extent
their results are transferable to other settings, as they used a quite
specific environment and information visualization technique. In
contrast, we employ a classical search task in an abstract and thus
more transferable setting aiming at more generalizable results. The
labels in our study are presented without annotated objects. That
is, we did not examine the step of relating labels and objects. Sec-
ond, Kishishita et al. [30] also used wider FOVs (the smallest being
36◦×20◦) and compared secondary task performance in a search
task between in-view and in-situ annotations with different FOVs.
They found that performance differences decreased as FOV ap-
proached 100◦ and beyond. Our work differs from theirs, as target
search was not part of a secondary task but the main task here. We
also use a much higher information density and focus on the effect
of different narrow FOVs and information density instead of com-
paring annotation techniques. In addition, they annotate only the
target item, thus partly guiding search, which we do not focus on.

4 RESEARCH QUESTIONS

RQ1: Is there an effect and possible interaction between FOV and
information density on search performance?

Based on previous research [9, 59], we assumed that search
performance would decrease when limiting the FOV. Limitations
in peripheral visual information caused by a narrow FOV would
degrade search performance, as some cues normally present with
a wide FOV could not be preprocessed to guide search. Moreover,
research has shown that reaction time increases with eccentricity
in the near peripheral field [10]. We expected that in dependency
to information density, more targets would need to be scanned,
resulting in longer search times and different search behavior
(as expressed by head movement) in high compared to low
density conditions in our studies. Furthermore, we expected that



Figure 2: Schematic illustration of text search with search window
performed on display wall with bezels forming grid (left) and sym-
bol search with limited FOV on HoloLens with augmented grid lines
(right). Items are displayed larger for illustrative purposes.

performance decrements that result from restricting the FOV would
be stronger in symbol compared to word search. As shown in Fig.
1, different FOV displays cover different areas of the perifoveal
and near periphery. Target symbol features can be processed in
the periphery without being fixated [58]. In contrast, text semantic
properties cannot be preprocessed in the periphery. Also, in our
studies target words showed no orthographic properties to easily
distinguish them from distractors, as they had the same length and
heterogeneous letter compositions [34]. As such, text search likely
would be affected more by set size than symbol search, based on
its low search target and distractor feature differences [52]. On the
other hand, we expected FOV to have less effect on text search due
to lower dependency on peripheral information preprocessing.

RQ2: Is there an effect of a search grid on visual search perfor-
mance and behavior in AR?

Visual stimuli on the tiled-display wall were displayed with
bezels in between screens. The displays formed a grid that we
expected could affect the search path as users could scan through
the area grid-wise. Previous work [55] has indicated that bezels
can help to segment information, although no significant effect on
search time was found. However, the actual effect of bezels on user
performance is not conclusive, with other studies finding benefits
but also disadvantages [46]. We wanted to address if a grid would
guide search performance in AR, assuming the grid would allow the
participant to scan through potential targets using a more structured
scan pattern when experiencing a narrow FOV, as the bezels/grid
would serve as “anchor” for the search task. We expected differ-
ences to be visible in head motion behavior analysis.

5 SYSTEM AND IMPLEMENTATION

During our experiments, we made use of a tiled-display wall, and
the Microsoft HoloLens. The tiled-display wall is a high-resolution
curved display, consisting of 35 Full-HD displays (46 inch) con-
nected at an offset of 10◦ (row-wise) to create the curvature. The
display wall covered 160◦ of the participants visual field, while
the display space measured 7 x 3 meters. The experiment was
implemented in Unity3D version Unity 4.6.0f3. The experiments
for the HoloLens were implemented in Unity3D version Unity
2018.1.0f2 using the Microsoft Mixed Reality Toolkit. Retroreflec-
tive markers were mounted on the head-worn devices (HoloLens
and bike helmet) to enable head-tracking with an ART tracking sys-
tem, mounted above the tiled-display wall. Tracking was used for
moving the search window. To control the application, two simple
single-handed controllers were used. Participants sat on a swivel
chair during the experiment.

6 STUDIES

We first performed a text and symbol search on the tiled-display
wall (Study 1). Study 2 included the same text and symbol search
tasks, but rendered content on the HoloLens (RQ1). Study 3 was
performed at the tiled-display wall and assessed the absence of FOV
restrictions (RQ1) and the effects of wearing an AR headset on
search performance. We assumed that the weight of the AR headset

Figure 3: Tiled-wall display showing conjunction search without FOV
restriction (left) and physical setup for the HoloLens studies (right).

and reflections of the see-through glasses would make search more
effortful. Study 4 deployed the HoloLens, and compared grid ver-
sus no grid conditions in text and symbol search tasks (RQ2). In
our studies, we simulated different FOVs. Simulating an AR envi-
ronment represents one option to examine the problem of searching
visual information in narrow-FOV displays independent of changes
in the environment in a controlled laboratory setting that can eas-
ily be replicated [2, 29]. The validity of AR simulation has been
assessed before [17, 33, 45]. In the future it can be expected that
AR headsets will provide wider fields of view and that some current
technical problems will be solved. Anticipating these changes, we
simulated an AR environment both on the HoloLens and on a tiled-
display wall. The wall doesn’t have some of the usual problems
with head-worn devices, including color separation or blur caused
by head motion. Moreover, the wall provides us with the opportu-
nity to perform further experiments in which wider FOVs can be
compared. While a VR headset has been used to simulate AR [31],
in our case we did not consider its usage as the lower pixel density
would make text reading non-comparable to true AR displays.

6.1 Apparatus and stimuli
The experimental setup concerned a visual search task, where ei-
ther a target text or symbol had to be found. Details about the
search tasks—which were very similar—can be found in Sections
6.2 and 6.3. In each trial, visual stimuli were composed of one
target among many distractors. In our experiment, we performed
search tasks without any active guidance. Locations of labels were
randomly determined. To avoid visual clutter and occlusion, a min-
imal distance between the labels and the screen bezels (or grid lines,
in the HoloLens) was set. This also avoided having the text be split
by screen bezels. The target position was balanced across central
and peripheral areas 0–3. Areas refer to display or grid columns
consisting of two displays/grid cells (Fig. 6).

We made use of the tiled-display wall in study 1 and partly in
study 3. During studies, we only made use of the two middle rows
of the tiled-display wall, a grid of 2 x 7 displays (Fig. 3). In the
HoloLens studies, we mimicked this setup by using a 2 x 7 visual
grid. Displays were at eye height. The participant was seated 1.3
meters from the center of the tiled-display wall, facing the middle
row at the start of every trial. To improve comparability between
the display wall and the HoloLens setup and to better simulate
AR device-wearing conditions, participants also wore the turned-
off HoloLens while performing most tasks at the tiled-display wall.
To avoid misunderstanding, we refer to the HoloLens in the tiled-
display wall studies as the “head-worn display” (HWD), while re-
ferring to “the HoloLens” only in studies where content was ren-
dered on the HoloLens. The HoloLens was not activated, because
syncing would have resulted in latency that would affect search per-
formance. As such, we made use of external head tracking to select
the target in studies 1 and 3. In study 2 and in study 4, visual stimuli
were presented on the HoloLens. Visual stimuli were arranged in
grid cells (2 x 7 grid, as at the tiled-display wall) along a cylindrical
curved plane (radius 1.3 m) in front of the participant, to create a
roughly equidistant arrangement of visual stimuli.

In study 1, on the tiled-display wall we put a mask on the array
of visual stimuli so that targets and distractors were visible only in
a rectangular search window. In study 1, the search window was



used to simulate the same three FOVs as in study 2. In study 3, we
used no FOV search window in one condition to support a search
process without FOV restrictions. The search window was calcu-
lated to be the exact same size on the physical display surface as
would be achieved by a view frustum in AR glasses at a constant
distance (1.3m). The search window was display-aligned (with the
displays at the tiled-display wall) and left constant in size to guar-
antee the same number of text or symbols would be visible within
the search window for a specific FOV condition. The position of the
search windows depended on the head orientation, so participants
could move the search window to scan the whole search area by
turning their head. Outside the search window on the tiled-display
wall, a uniformly lit, homogeneous background in a neutral mid
grey color without labels was shown. The background inside the
search window was slightly darker to make the user aware of the
borders (see Fig. 2). Study 3, task 1 deployed the same setup as
study 1, yet without search window. In HoloLens tasks 2 and 3 of
study 3 and in study 2, the neutral background was not displayed
by screens but made out of a curved cardboard in mid grey, very
similar to the tiled-display wall (see Fig. 3). Thus, in study 2 and
tasks 2 and 3 of study 3, labels and grid lines were generated by the
HoloLens, whereas the background was physical. Participants held
a controller in each hand. The dominant hand was used to perform
the visual search task, the other one for the secondary task.

6.2 Text Search

In the text label search task, targets and distractors were composed
of English words. The font was Segoe UI, the standard font used in
the HoloLens, in black with a white background. The label size was
10.5cm x 2.8cm on the wall and 7.5cm x 1.9 cm on the HoloLens. It
was determined in a pilot test with five users to ensure good legibil-
ity also for words on displays in more peripheral regions. The word
data pool for the textual search was generated by the English Lex-
icon Project word list generator and met the following conditions.
Words consisted of eight letters (average in English language) and
occur rather frequently with a HAL frequency between 15,000 and
20,000 per million words (average 10,000) to facilitate memoriz-
ing. HAL frequency is recommended to be used as word frequency
measure (Balota et al., 2007). We also ensured that there were no
words in the data pool that were too similar to each other. Target
words were chosen randomly from the generated data pool of words
with the restriction of always being different.

6.3 Symbol Search

In the symbol search task, target and distractors were defined
through a conjunction of feature values that better reflects visual
search in everyday life than single feature search. An example of
conjunction search is a “green car” while a single feature search
would be a “car.” When working with picture labels (e.g., map
icons that are associated with categories such as restaurants or
tourism) a single feature often is not sufficient for categorization,
so frequently two features are combined. A common combination
of features includes color and shape (e.g., a red color and a cross
shape stands for a medical building). In our studies, the target sym-
bol differed from its distractors in either color or shape and had
one feature in common with each distractor. The symbols that were
used were red and white “X”s and red and white “O”s (similar to
[53, 61]). That is, if the target was a white “X”, then distractors
were red “X”s and white “O”s, as each of them had one feature in
common with the target . The target symbol was randomly deter-
mined. Colors and shapes were chosen for their low confusability
as well as their symmetricality and similar brightness values. Sym-
bol size was 9 cm2 (display wall) and 6.6 cm2 (HoloLens).

6.4 Design and Procedure
Participants were recruited via university mailing list and received
a voucher for 10 euros as a reward for participation. Studies 1 and
2 took around an hour each. The same participants participated in
studies 1 and 2. Between studies 1 and 2, users took a break that
lasted at least one week. Study 3 took around 20 minutes and study
4 around 25 minutes.

6.4.1 Studies 1 and 2

Design and procedure were the same in studies 1 and 2. Each com-
prised two tasks: text and symbol search. Both studies employed
a 3 x 2 factorial within-subjects design, being the factorial com-
bination of three search window sizes (very small, simulating, e.g.,
Google Glass, but binocular instead of monocular: 14◦; small, sim-
ulating the Epson Moverio BT-200, binocular: 23◦; and medium,
based on HoloLens, binocular: 35◦ [15]) and two label densities.
Display degrees are defined by their diagonal FOV. In our studies,
information density is defined by set size and the number of labels
per m2. The grid size of the wall-display was 0,59m2, while the grid
size of the HoloLens was 0,29m2. The grid size for the HoloLens
was adjusted to match the physical setup of our laboratory setup
while favoring a similar field of regard (160◦) as the tiled-wall dis-
play. Set sizes were chosen to create the same density/m2 in both
displays. In the low density condition on the tiled-display wall set
size per grid cell (display) was 12 while being 6 per grid-cell on the
HoloLens. In the high density condition set size per display/grid
cell was 24 on the tiled-wall and 12 on the HoloLens. As a re-
sult there was approximately one label per 0,0245 /m2 in the high-
est, and one label per 0,049 /m2 in the lowest density on both dis-
plays. As we used 14 displays/grid cells, depending on study and
condition users had to search through either 84 (low density in the
HoloLens study), 168 (low density on the tiled-display wall, high
density on the HoloLens) or 336 potential targets (high density on
the tiled-display wall).

We addressed how these factors affected our dependent vari-
ables: search task performance (measured by search time),
hits/errors (target found/not found), times the target was inside
the search window without being noticed, visual search behav-
ior (search path from head tracking data) and objective and self-
reported workload (TDT performance, NASA-TLX).

Each factor combination was repeated four times, resulting in 24
trials per search task, randomized across conditions. As participants
performed text and symbol search, studies 1 and 2 consisted of 48
trials each. Search task order was balanced across participants in
both studies. Participants performed study 2 after finishing study 1.
We calculated training effects to address any potential confounds.

Each trial started with the participant facing straight ahead. The
target was shown at the beginning of each trial in the center location
of the display system (tiled-display wall study 1) or overlaid on the
grey wall (HoloLens study 2). Once it was memorized, the partic-
ipant pressed the confirmation button on the controller. Then the
search array and search window became visible and time measure-
ment started. On the tiled-display wall, once the target was found
and visible within the search window, the participant pressed the
confirmation button again. In the HoloLens study, the target had
to be gazed at using the mouse pointer shown at the center of the
display. Label search time was logged and a hit was recorded when
the target was within the search window or overlaid by the mouse
pointer; otherwise an error was logged. The participant then reori-
ented towards the starting position to be shown a new target and to
initiate the next trial with a new search array. Participants were told
to conduct the task as quickly and accurately as possible. While
working on the visual search task, participants simultaneously per-
formed a secondary tactile detection task (TDT) by pressing a but-
ton on the controller held in the non-dominant hand. They were
instructed that the visual search task should be the highest priority,



followed by the TDT. Logfiles recorded the aforementioned hits or
errors, search behavior (head movement), and reaction times to the
secondary task, described in Section 6.4.3. In studies 1 and 2, each
time after having finished a search task a (raw) NASA-TLX ques-
tionnaire [25] had to be completed by the participants to assess the
subjective workload. Also, participants rated their level of agree-
ment on 11-point Likert items (1 = “fully disagree” to 11 = “fully
agree”) related to task easiness, understanding, concentration, com-
fort, usability, and perceptual issues at the end of each study.

6.4.2 Studies 3 and 4
Study 3 was the symbol search task at the tiled-wall display and
employed a 2 x 2 factorial within-subjects design to examine how
a full FOV (full view versus 35◦ (HoloLens standard) and wearing
a head mounted device (with/without HWD) affect search perfor-
mance. In the full FOV condition, visual stimuli were displayed
without a mask on all 14 screens (see Fig. 3). In the condition with-
out a HWD, participants wore a lightweight helmet that was only
necessary for head tracking. Conditions with and without HWD
were tested blockwise, with the order balanced across participants.
In each block, FOV conditions were repeated four times in random-
ized order resulting in 8 trials per block, that is, 16 trials in total.
Finally, participants rated their level of agreement on 11-point Lik-
ert items addressing the self-evaluation of main and secondary task
performance and device wearing comfort for different conditions.

Study 4 comprised the same text and symbol search task as in
Studies 1 and 2 (see measures and search task procedure in Sec-
tions 6.3 and 6.4.1), It was performed on the HoloLens with the
standard HoloLens FOV (35◦). Visual stimuli were set at medium
density (12 symbols per display). Dependent variables were search
task performance, visual search behavior and self-reported work-
load. Employing a within-subjects design, dependent measures
were compared between treatment conditions with and without
grid-lines that were displayed by the HoloLens. Each condition
was repeated eight times, resulting in 16 trials for each the text and
symbol search task. The order of search tasks was balanced across
participants. After having finished both tasks, participants provided
open comments (anonymously on the PC) on their search behavior
and secondary task performance in the text and symbol search.

6.4.3 Secondary task: Tactile Detection Task
The TDT is a typical detection response task that is commonly
used as secondary task and shows sensitivity to cognitive work-
load [12, 39]. Attention demands are measured in terms of reaction
times and the hit rate [18]. Tactile stimuli were transmitted via a
vibration motor that was mounted on a wrist band on the left arm.
Participants should react on a vibration stimulus by pressing a but-
ton on a controller held in the non-dominant hand. The vibration
stimulus was triggered every 3–5 seconds with a duration of 1 sec-
ond. The activation was interrupted when a reaction was carried out
to provide the participant feedback to the response. The mental de-
mand is determined as a result of the reaction times and the hit rate,
in which only a response time within 200–2000 milliseconds was
counted as a hit [18]. Reactions faster than 200 ms were labeled as
cheats and responses slower than 2000 ms as misses. The metric
hit rate is the number of hits divided by the number of stimuli [18].
The TDT method was simultaneously applied to the visual search
task under different conditions.

7 RESULTS

The Aligned Rank Transform (ART, [57]) procedure was used to
analyze the effect of factors on search time and times the target was
overlooked (inside the search window without being noticed) in all
studies. In study 1, we also analyzed TDT performance using ART.
Repeated measures ANOVA was not used due to violations of the
normality assumption. Wilcoxon signed-ranks tests were applied

Display Wall HoloLens
Study

Text Symbol Text Symbol
very small 64.4 21.5 32.2 10.9

51.5 16.8 23.3 9.7
small

20% 22% 28% 11%*
42.8 10.6 21.6 8.6

FOV

medium
17% 37%** 7% 11%

low 41.5 14.2 20.4 8.7
65 17.4 34 11Density

high
-57%** -23%** -67%*** -26%**

Table 1: Median search times in sec in studies 1 and 2 by task, FOV
and density (m2/label). The change in performance in % compared
to the next smaller field of view or density condition is shown un-
derneath medians. P-values refer to Wilcoxon signed-rank pairwise
comparisons, *= p < .05, **= p < .01, ***= p < .001.

for post-hoc pairwise comparisons and to compare questionnaire
ratings. Pearson’s correlation coefficient r was used to measure
effect size. We only report on the salient results.

Regarding search time, median values were computed instead of
means as they are not affected by extreme values. Extreme search
time values in our studies mainly resulted from starting the search
in the wrong direction and/or overlooked targets that were already
considered as separate dependent measure. The number of hits ap-
proximated 100% in all studies, showing that without time con-
straints participants searched until the target was found instead of
skipping trials.

7.1 Results of Study 1
7.1.1 Performance data
Sixteen users participated in this study (3 female, mean age = 27.44,
SD = 9.26). Half wore glasses or contact lenses, the other half had
normal vision. Half of the users had never used AR-glasses before
(50%). Some of the participants played video-games daily (44%)
and primarily online on the PC (50%).

In both search tasks, there was no interaction effect between
FOV and density on performance. In the text search task search
time was affected by label density (F(1,363) = 15.42, p < .001) as
participants needed more time at high than at low density (see Ta-
ble 7.1.1). There was only a small tendency to an effect of the FOV
(F(2,363) = 2.55, p = .08). The number of times the target was
overlooked was not affected by label density or FOV.

When searching for symbols search time was affected by density
(F(1,363) = 7.63, p < .01) and also the FOV (F(2,363) = 17.4, p <
.001). It took longer to find the target at high compared to low
density and longer with the very small or small FOV compared to
the medium FOV (Z = −3.21, p = .001, r = 0.80; Z = −2.69, p <
.01, r = 0.67). The number of times the target was overlooked was
higher at high density (F(1,363) = 9.13, p < .01) and also affected
by the FOV ((F(2,363) = 10.29, p < .001). The target was missed
more often with the smallest FOV compared to the medium FOV
(Z = - 2.51, p < .05, r = 0.63).

To sum up, as can be seen in Table 7.1.1, reducing the FOV from
medium (35◦) to small (23◦) or increasing label density resulted in
longer search times in the text and symbol search tasks. A further
reduction in the FOV to very small (12◦) did not affect search time
significantly. The FOV affected times the target was overlooked
only in the symbol search task: targets were overlooked more of-
ten when the FOV was restricted from medium (35◦) to very small
(12◦). Label density did not affect the number of overlooked tar-
gets. As studies 1 and 2 were always performed in the same order,
we examined possible training effects in each search task in study
1. The trial number was correlated with performance measures (us-
ing Spearman’s rho) for all trials and for trials by condition but no
significant correlation was found.

For the TDT, the hit rate (see 6.4.3) was computed for each
trial as measure for secondary task performance. ART analysis
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Figure 5: Study 1: Boxplots of raw NASA-TLX scores of each sub-
scale (0-100) for the text and symbol search task (D = demand).

showed no effect of density or the FOV on the hit rate and also no
interaction. Mean hit rate was generally between 0.77 and 0.76
(SD between 0.21 and 0.23). Based on these results, we kept the
TDT in studies 2 and 3 to keep consistency (divided attention task)
between studies, but did not further analyse the TDT results. For
more information, refer to the discussion section.

7.1.2 Questionnaire ratings
Raw NASA-TLX ratings were computed for each subscale and
compared between the text and symbol search task. Subjective
workload was rated significantly higher for the text search on each
subscale except of performance (see Fig. 5). Statements concerning
task easiness, understanding, concentration, usability, and percep-
tual issues were rated positive in general. However, wearing the
HoloLens over time was rather uncomfortable (Median = 5). Com-
paring ratings between text and symbol search showed that it was
slightly easier to remember target symbols than words (Z = −2.75,
p < .01, r = 0.69) and also easier to maintain concentration during
the symbol search compared to the text search task (Z = −3.32, p =
.001, r = 0.83). The text search was rated as easier with a medium
and small FOV compared to the very small one (Z = −2.21, p< .05,
r = 0.55; Z = −2.71, p < .01, r = 0.68). In the symbol search,
the medium or small FOV conditions also got higher ratings than
the very small FOV (Z = −3.47, p = .001, r = 0.87; Z = −3.54,
p< .001, r = 0.89). Easiness ratings for the medium and small FOV
condition showed no significant differences between each other in
study 1.

7.1.3 Search behavior
To analyse head movement behavior, we plotted head movements
against the display/grid cells, and searched for dominant behav-

Median level of
agreement (IQR)

Statement Study 1:
Wall

Study 2:
HoloLens

Ease of remembering the target word 8.5 (2) 8.0 (3)
Ease of remembering the target symbol 10 (1) 11 (2.5)
Sitting comfort 8 (2) 9 (3.5)
HoloLens wearing comfort 5 (3.5) 6 (5)
Ease of understanding the task 11 (2.5) 11 (1)
Concentration during text search 6 (5.5) 8 (5)
Concentration during symbol search 10 (2.75) 10.5 (2)
Legibility of labels on peripheral displays 8 (4.5) 9 (5.)
Ease of using the interface 11 (2) 10.5 (2)
Fun 9 (4.75) 8.5 (3)
General usability 9 (2) 8.5 (3.75)

Table 2: Median level of agreement and interquartile ranges (IQR) of
statements on task understanding, execution and usability rated on
a 11-point Likert scale for studies 1 and 2.

display areas
3          2            1           0            1           2           3

display-wise

scan horizontal

scan vertical

Figure 6: Exemplary head movement paths of typical search patterns

ior in all performed trials. Figure 6 shows representative samples.
Users actively used the display grid to search through the stimuli.
This occurred both display-wise (hence, display after display) or
scanning, in which either horizontal (row) or vertical (column) head
movements were made that were not constrained by search within
a single grid cell. Not all users used either search pattern: some
mixed the patterns, which sometimes occurred at random, some-
times a clear switch occurred between two modes (especially scan).
Also, we could not find a clear effect of information density on
head motion. Of particular interest is also the change in behavior
between symbol and text search. Text search had a predominantly
display-wise search mode, whereas for symbol search the behavior
varied much more (see Table 4). Within the displays, search pat-
terns were both row and column-wise. Finally, while we expected
FOV could potentially affect search pattern, we could not detect any
clear differences.

7.2 Results of Study 2

7.2.1 Performance data

In study 2, the same participants took part as in study 1. In the text
search task search time was affected by label density (F(1,363) =
42.15, p < .001) and FOV (F(2,363) = 6.5, p < .01). Participants
needed more time at high than at low density and more time with
the very small FOV compared to the medium FOV (Z = −2.43,
p < .05, r = 0.61). The number of times the target was overlooked
was not affected by label density or the FOV.

When searching for symbols search time was also affected by
density (F(1,363) = 8.5, p < .01) as participants were faster at low
compared to high density. Boxplots of search time by density for
both search tasks show a less scattered distribution of values in the
symbol search task (see Fig. 4). The FOV also affected search
time (F(2,363) = 4.92, p < .01) as targets were found faster with a
medium or small FOV compared to the very small FOV (Z = −2.17,
p < .05, r = 0.54; Z = −2.02, p < .05, r = 0.51). Table 7.1.1 pro-
vides an overview of median search times for different conditions
and significant differences. Furthermore, in the symbol search task



the target was more often overlooked at high compared to low den-
sity (F(1,363) = 12.98, p < .001) whereas the FOV had no effect.

7.2.2 Questionnaire ratings
As in study 1, NASA-TLX ratings were significantly higher in the
text search task than in the symbol search task on all subscales ex-
cept for the performance subscale (Z = −0.52, p = .6). In both
search tasks, median task easiness was highest for the medium FOV,
followed by the small and very small FOV (see Table 3). In contrast
to study 1, ratings of the medium and small FOV differed signifi-
cantly from each other. Other Likert items were rated similarly
positive as in study 1 (see Table 3).

Wall HoloLens
Text

search
Symbol
search

Text
search

Symbol
search

very small 4 (4.75)* 4 (4.5)** 4 (3)** 6 (5.5)**
small 7 (3.75)** 8.5 (3.5)*** 6 (1.75)** 8 (2.75)**
medium 7.5 (5) 11 (1) 9 (2.75)** 10 (1.75)**

Table 3: Median task easiness and interquartile ranges (IQR) for dif-
ferent FOVs in the text and symbol search task on a 11-point Likert
scale for studies 1 and 2. P-values refer to the comparison with the
next smaller FOV using Wilcoxon, very small is compared to medium.
*= p < .05, **= p < .01), ***= p < .001.

7.2.3 Search behavior
Search behavior in the HoloLens showed different patterns in com-
parison to the tiled-display wall study (see Fig. 4). Text search was
predominantly display (grid-)based, with few mixed modes, and
little preference for scanning horizontally or vertically. For symbol
search, most users used vertical scanning, followed by switched
scan patterns. Generally, the modes were far more dispersed than
on the tiled-display wall.

7.3 Results of Studies 3 and 4
7.3.1 Performance data
Twelve people participated in study 3 (3 female, mean age = 35.42,
SD = 14.18). Time differences between the condition without and
with HWD (wearing a helmet versus turned-off HoloLens) were
not significant, whereas participants found the target symbol much
faster with a full FOV (Median = 4.36, IQR = 3.6) than with the
search window (Median = 10.64, IQR = 12.08), F(1,369) = 86.03,
p < .001. That is, the median search time was improved by 59%
with a full FOV. The number of times the target was overlooked
could only be compared between HWD and helmet in trials with the
restricted FOV. Participants did not overlook more targets with the
HWD. Another 12 people performed study 4 (3 female, mean age
= 34.25, SD = 14.18). The grid that was displayed by the HoloLens
did not influence search time, either in the text or in the symbol
search task, or the number of overlooked targets.

7.3.2 Questionnaire ratings
In study 3, participants’ self-rated performance was generally high
(Median > 8) and matched objective measures as it was higher for
the full FOV condition compared to the restricted FOV (Z = −2.84,
p < .01, r = 0.82). Wearing the helmet was judged as more com-
fortable than wearing the HoloLens (Z = −1.97, p < .05, r = 0.57).
Participants thought they performed equally well on the secondary
task in different conditions.

In study 4, almost all participants (11/12) reported that the grid
affected their search behavior. Searching grid by grid was , as it
was easier to remember which part of the search area was already
scanned. The majority (8/11) stated performing the secondary task
was easier during symbol search, while the others perceived it as
equally easy in both tasks. All participants stated the secondary
task performance was not affected by the grid.

Condition Display Scan-
hor

Scan-
ver

Scan-
switch Mixed

Study 1: Text 81.3% 6.3% 0% 6.3% 6.3%
Display wall Symbol 37.5% 6.3% 0% 12.5% 43.75%
Study 2: Text 56.25% 0% 12.50% 6.25% 25.00%
HoloLens Symbol 6.25% 12.5% 56.25% 25.00% 6.25%
Study 3: Full FOV 0% 91.67% 0% 8.3% 0%
Display Wall limited FOV 50% 16.67% 0% 12.5% 20.83%

Grid-
Symbol 0.0% 58.3% 8.3% 16.7% 16.7%

Study 4:
HoloLens

No Grid-
Symbol 0.0% 50.0% 8.3% 25.0% 16.7%

Grid-
Text 8.3% 8.3% 33.3% 16.7% 33.3%

No Grid-
Text 8.3% 8.3% 25.0% 25.0% 33.3%

Table 4: Percentages of users performing search in a specific pattern
(“hor” = horizontal, “ver” = vertical).

7.3.3 Search behavior
The grid versus no-grid search tasks in study 4 revealed that users
hardly changed their search pattern between grid and no-grid con-
ditions. Rather, they seemed to stick to a certain pattern they may
have liked or believed effective. In contrast to the tiled-display
wall study, the grid did not result in a clear grid-wise search pat-
tern, though scanning patterns seemed to follow the grid-structure.
These findings did not correspond to the self-reported grid-wise
search behavior in the post-hoc questionnaire. Interestingly, when
comparing the occurrence of search patterns between correspond-
ing conditions across studies, the percentages of users performing
specific patterns differed quite a lot (Table 4). This also provides
evidence the usage of a specific search pattern depended rather on
user preferences than conditions. In contrast, head-movement data
from study 3 showed that almost all participants used the horizon-
tal search pattern in the full FOV condition (92%), whereas with a
restricted FOV search behavior was again more diverse.

8 DISCUSSION

RQ1: Is there an effect and possible interaction between FOV and
information density on search performance?

Our results confirmed text and symbol search were signifi-
cantly affected by information density in the tiled-display wall and
HoloLens studies (studies 1 and 2). Relative performance differ-
ence between symbol and text search, and set size effects resemble
what is frequently found in perception research [37, 58]. While
set size differed between studies 1 and 2, densities were compa-
rable between low tiled-display and high HoloLens density condi-
tions regarding area taken up per label. We note that our highest
set size is likely higher than the usual density displayed in many
AR systems. However, many systems (e.g., phones) often need to
compress many labels into the display area, showing similar den-
sities as as our search tasks, defined by distance between labels
and overall number of labels seen on the screen [32]. Regarding
Fig. 4, note that the set size functions are quite similar between the
tiled-display wall and the HoloLens. Set-size search time slopes
are typically linear for conjunction searches [58], which gives us
the possibility to compare the slopes. However, search times were
lower with the HoloLens (at a comparible density). Furthermore,
the lower slope seems to indicate that the HoloLens is somewhat
more resistant to information density. This is somewhat surpris-
ing, as the HoloLens tends to have more technical limitations than
the tiled-display (e.g., rendering latency that can be experienced
as smearing). We also used the mouse pointer instead of the search
window (tiled-display wall) to select, which may have been slightly
slower. Further research is required to explain the slightly better
slope for the HoloLens. As we did no direct statistical compari-
son, it would be interesting to aim at perfectly matching setups and
to finally compare performance measures directly. With respect to
the nature of the search tasks, as we only displayed labels on a



cylindrical, single depth, it will be interesting to see how search
performs with labels at different depths, and to what extent object-
label mapping—the step after finding the label—is affected by vi-
sual clutter. Extended understanding of depth and object-label map-
ping could provide further input to view-management techniques.

Regarding FOV, we expected text to be less affected by a smaller
FOV than symbols, as text search would be potentially less affected
by the lack of peripheral cues. As it turned out, the effect of FOV
was significant in symbol search tasks and text (HoloLens). While
the effect of FOV was not significant in the wall study, there was a
tendency toward an effect. Also, targets were missed significantly
more often with the smallest compared to the medium FOV. Gen-
erally, as we showed in the search times in Table 7.1.1, increasing
FOV can significantly improve performance: even when compar-
ing medium to small FOVs, performance improvements of around
20% could often be achieved. In comparison, we showed search
without FOV restrictions was around 59% faster than medium FOV,
showing the relevance of developing wide-FOV displays. In both
wall and HoloLens studies, text was unaffected by density and FOV
with respect to overlooked targets. However, symbol search was
affected in both cases, although at the HoloLens only in depen-
dency with density. Search performance improvements by increas-
ing FOVs extends previous findings [45] showing similar results
for wider FOVS. However, it remains to be seen to what extent text
search can be improved by increasing FOV, as previous work has
indicated that the far peripheral visual field may not be useful for
preprocessing text features [44].

With respect to cognitive measures, interestingly we could not
find any significant difference between different task conditions
from our TDT measures in study 1. However, NASA-TLX subjec-
tive measures showed text search being far more demanding than
conjunction search: generally, conjunction search was found to be
much easier. This difference was expected due the uniformity be-
tween target and distractors of text in contrast to symbols, which
was also represented in search time. Thereby, it should be said that
task duration does not necessarily result in higher mental load rat-
ings in NASA-TLX [24]. Based on the inconsistent findings, we
made use of the TDT in the other studies to maintain divided at-
tention tasks, but refrained from deriving any direct assumptions
from the TDT data themselves. Generally, studies 2, 3, and 4 pro-
duced very similar results to study 1 with respect to cognitive load,
indicating text was more demanding than symbol search.

Head-movement behavior differed per task, user, and display
medium. While we found that users made use of the grid cells as
guidance to structure their search, their behavior differed. While
in studies 1 and 2, users adopted different search patterns for text
and symbol search, we could not replicate this result in study
4. However, the difference may have been caused by switching
between grid and no-grid conditions. Currently, it seems search
pattern is somewhat based on personal preference instead of clearly
set by task characteristics. In part, generally used patterns may not
be usable. For example, previous work has shown that the layout
of words in lines or columns within the search display constrains
the order in which participants look at words. However, we could
not detect such behavior, likely because of our randomized, instead
of structured, presentation of labels [11, 35, 40]. What will be
of direct interest to more closely assess search behavior is eye
movement. Eye and head movements are complementary during
visual search [49], where cycles of visual processing (fixation)
and data acquisition (gaze shifts) occur [20]. As such, it will
be interesting to assess the relationship between head movement
and saccades during eye–head coordination using an eye tracker
(e.g., to measure potential timing differences between head and
eye movements based on different FOVs). Moreover, fixation and
gaze shifts are also synced with body movement [20]. As such, it
will be interesting to contrast our results with a divided-attention

task where people move through an environment and also receive
nonsearch task related visual cues, similar to [31].

RQ2: Is there an effect of a search grid on visual search perfor-
mance and behavior in AR?

In tiled-display systems, bezels have not been found to signifi-
cantly affect search performance, though they can potentially sup-
port structured segmentation [55]. Head-motion behavior analy-
sis in both tiled-display wall and HoloLens studies indicated that
users seemed to actively use the features of the bezels, by either
searching within a grid cell (display), or using bezels as guidance
to scan through the visual stimuli. When comparing grid versus
no grid in the HoloLens, the grid cells (or absence thereof) did not
affect search performance significantly, in line with previous find-
ings. However, users found them useful to direct search. Strangely
enough, we could not detect any change in head-movement behav-
ior between search with and without grid. Perhaps, users explored
patterns during grid conditions and reused them in no-grid situa-
tions. This issue warrants further research. It would also be in-
teresting to follow up the role of the grid in tasks where labels do
not reside at a constant depth, but at different depths, referring to
objects in the scene. Here, the potential of 2D or 3D grids can be
further assessed.

9 CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

We presented the results of a series of studies addressing visual
search tasks in various narrow FOVs. Visual search—independent
of FOV—of text labels and symbols generally adhered to previous
work, finding similar effects. However, our results provide new in-
sights into the effect of FOV on search performance. To our knowl-
edge, this is the first study to systematically explore narrow-FOV
AR search tasks. We showed that increasing FOV significantly
affects search performance, with performance increases of 7–28%
over the next smaller FOV. We also illustrated how a grid can sub-
jectively aid search. The impact of our results cannot only drive
the choice of an adequate FOV based on application specifications,
but can also inform the design of novel view-management methods
that can potentially deal better with higher densities in narrow-FOV
displays. Such improvements may, for example, take the shape of
hierarchical information representations, or perhaps the reduction
of visual stimuli in favor of other sensory channels. We expect that,
in particular, the way view management deals with visual clutter of
labels at different depths will affect visual search [32]—comparing
different methods could be of high value.

More work is needed to better understand other factors that likely
affect search performance in narrow-FOV displays. First, head
movement and eye movement should be studied together, as we ex-
pect that different FOVs will have different effects not only on head
movement, but also on saccades. Further, as we noted in the dis-
cussion, we did not vary label depth or ask labels to be matched to
objects. Both factors likely will affect visual processing, and war-
rant further research. Subsequent studies should also address the
effect of search patterns on performance, as people used different
strategies that could potentially affect search time. Another fac-
tor of interest is to assess search performance in real-world condi-
tions, to determine the possible effect of the background on perfor-
mance. Finally, while we studied narrow FOV, a further comparison
to medium-FOV displays such as the DAQRI Smart Glasses or the
Meta 2 will be useful to address to what extent further performance
improvements for visual search could be achieved.
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